
B A L A N C E
FURNITURE COLLECTION
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A house is a reflection of the passion, style, and aspirations of its inha-
bitants. The selection of furniture, its functions, and materials shows 
who we are Therefore, at VOX we believe that the freedom to choose 
and design one's own space is only ours, because freedom sta�s at 
home. Everyone should be themselves at home.

These values guided Joanna Leciejewska and Wiktoria Lena�, the 
designers of the Balance collection. The furniture whose appearance 
and functionality is co-created by its users. The confirmation of the 
uniqueness of the Balance collection is the Top Design Award 2016 
awarded to breakthrough projects for the Polish industrial design.
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DOORS: Modus  I  FLOOR: Skandinavien, solid oiled board, Katega Oak*  I  FURNITURE: Custom, Balance
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YOUR DREAM INTERIOR

 

What interior do you want to create? Do you dream of harmony and 
peace or do you connect chaos with everyday life, not being afraid of 
a dash of craziness? Do you need space for intensive work, a comfor-
table zone for relaxation, or perhaps you are arranging the dining 
room space? Regardless of your answer – the Balance collection will 
meet your expectations.

Balance is an innovative system that gives you the freedom to create 
unique furniture designs, sta�ing from the dining room, through the 
living room, to the study.
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FREEDOM OF CREATION
In Balance we do not create barriers. Owing to an intuitive configura-
tor available at the VOX website, everyone can become a designer. It's 
very easy Just specify a piece of furniture you want to create, choose 
the size of the base, and place the body of the available components. 
The finished model is visible on the screen.

Not a master of projects? That's not a problem! We have prepared a 
number of ready sets for you! The choice of solutions is always yours! 
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Large box with a door
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SOME THINGS ARE BETTER 
OFF BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
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It is enough to use two boxes, a pedestal, 
and a shelf to make a TV cabinet.

IN GOOD TONE 
The universal colours of the boxes constituting the Balance modules, 
combined with the pedestals in wooden decor and shelves, allows you 
to create sets proving to be effective also in men's interiors, decora-
ted in a dark colour scheme.
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IN THE HEART OF YOUR HOME 
Square, rectangular or round? An independent kitchen table
is the most impo�ant place for the family. In the Balance collection 
you can find four table models. Comfo�able and practical dining room 
cabinets Balance - pe�ect in organising kitchen space.
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ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

A bookcase fulfils its purpose 
when you fill it with comfo
able 
organizer boxes and toolboxes

A desk can be made of a few 
boxes, a table top, two shelves 
and two pedestals.

Today a bookcase, tomorrow a desk for work, and in a week a cabinet 
for documents. Depending on your needs – you can freely and effo
-
lessly change the purpose of your Balance furniture.
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PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
Folders, books, catalogues, and binders will find their place with the 
application of comfo�able organizer boxes and toolboxes, which are 
pa� of the Balance collection. Their interesting form and colour is an 
aesthetic finish of the whole body of the piece of furniture.
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VERSATILE COLOURS
The colour pale�e of the Balance collection, combining pedestals in    
a wooden decor and shelves with boxes in the shades of black, white, 
and grey makes the system fit in any interior.
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INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER 
OF YOUR INTERIOR
Original accessories say a lot about the inhabitants and 
create a unique atmosphere of the house. Colou�ul 
accents in combination with universal colours of the 
Balance collection emphasise the individual character of 
your space.
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Sho� pedestal

 Large box with a door 

Large box

Sho� shelf

Sho� shelf 
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IT'S EASY!
Building unique pieces of furniture can be extremely simple.               
The Balance collection includes only a few key modules, providing 
unlimited possibilities to create individual solutions.
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EASY ASSEMBLY

1. Select the boxes and the furniture
base (a sho
 or a long pedestal)

2. Glue the pieces of a non-slip
mat onto the boxes

3. Arrange your piece of furniture
placing the boxes and shelves alternately

4. A�ach your piece of furniture to
the wall according to the instructions
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www.vox.pl/voxbox
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V OX B OX
Feel like a real interior designer.
Check the possibilities of the Balance collection.
Use the VOX BOX configurator available at vox.pl 
and create an arrangement of your space.



5x Long shelf

1x Long pedestal
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WHAT ARE 
THE COMPONENTS
OF A WIDE BOOKCASE? 

Large open box + toolbox + organizer boxes + medium-sized box with a door

Medium-sized box with a door + large open box

Large open box + medium-sized open box + organizer boxes

Medium-sized box with a door + small boxes

Large open box + medium-sized open box + organizer boxes



Create your space the way you like.
Look for inspirations and pa	icular 
solutions at vox.pl

Round table 
W120/76 cm 
price: PLN 799.00

Small table
W92/D92/H76 cm 
price: PLN 649.00

Medium-sized table 
W138/D92/H76 cm 
price: PLN 699.00

Large table 
W175/D92/H76 cm 
price: PLN 749.00

Wide bright bookcase 
W138/D32/H170 cm 
price: PLN 1,896.00

Wide dark bookcase 
W138/D32/H170 cm 
price: PLN 1,896.00
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Narrow bright bookcase 
W64/D32/H115 cm 
price: PLN 763.00

Narrow dark bookcase 
W64/D32/H115 cm
price: PLN 763.00

TV cabinet 
W138/D32/H45 cm 
price: PLN 460.00
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Desk 
W138/D64/H78 cm 
price: PLN 1140.00

Large box with a door 
W64/D32/H32 cm
price: PLN 200.00

Large open box 
W64/D32/H32 cm
price: PLN 130.00

Medium-sized box with a door 
W32/D32/H32 cm
price: PLN 120.00

Medium-sized open box 
W32/D32/H32cm
price: PLN 90.00

Small open box 
W32/D32/H17 cm
price: PLN 80.00

colours:

colours:

colours:

colours:

colours:
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Large organizer box 
W29/D28/H7 cm 
price: PLN 89.00

Small organizer box 
W29/D28/H4 cm 
price: PLN 79.00

Toolbox 
W61/D28/H10 cm 
price: PLN 219.00

Bookcase safety kit 
W1/D21/H3 cm 
price: PLN 18.00

Long shelf 
W138/D32/H3 cm 
price: PLN 90.00

Desk top 
W138/D64/H3 cm 
price: PLN 140.00

Sho� shelf 
W64/D32/H3 cm 
price: PLN 55.00

Sho� pedestal 
W64.5/D32.5/H9 cm 
price: PLN 120.00

Long pedestal 
W138/D32/H3 cm 
price: PLN 160.00
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vox.pl

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.
Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28
62-006 Kobylnica
Poland


